




Mriganka Sur is the Sherman
Fairchild Professor of
Neuroscience and head of the
Department of Brain and Cognitive
Sciences at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. He uses
experimental and theoretical
approaches to study the cerebral
cortex of the brain. His laboratory
carried out a telling experiment to
examine how the environment
influences the development of
cortical areas and circuits by
‘rewiring’ the brain: the retina,
which normally projects to visual
structures in the brain, was
induced to project to structures
that normally process hearing.
Vision altered the development of
neuronal connections in auditory
cortex, and enabled the
experimental animals to use their
‘hearing’ cortex to ‘see’. In recent
experiments, his laboratory has
shown how neurons of the mature
visual cortex alter their responses
dynamically based on the spatial
and temporal context of stimuli.
These studies provide
fundamental information on higher
brain mechanisms, including those
involved in vision, pattern
recognition and learning.
What turned you on to biology
in the first place? I trained as an
electrical engineer, but have
always been interested in Biology.
In India, where I was schooled,
one has to choose quite early on
whether one wants to study
mathematics and the physical
sciences, or alternatively the
biological sciences. I refused to
choose, and my school let me take
both additional mathematics and
biology for the Indian School
Certificate examinations. Then I
went to study Electrical
Engineering at the Indian Institute
of Technology in Kanpur, and they
taught no biology at all. But I read
what I could, and when I was
admitted for a PhD in electrical
engineering at Vanderbilt
University, I was convinced that it
would be fun to apply the
engineering I knew to some
aspect of biology that involves
electrical signals and
measurements. I had read random
articles about the brain and was
fascinated. At Vanderbilt, I was
fortunate to find Jon Kaas who
had just joined the Department of
Psychology and was studying the
organization and connections of
sensory areas of the cerebral
cortex. I also met Mike Merzenich
who had arrived for a sabbatical
— he started us off on
experiments on the
somatosensory cortex. We did the
first experiments examining the
plasticity of somatosensory
cortical maps after sectioning
peripheral nerves, and that started
a life-long interest in cortical
plasticity.
Do you have a favourite paper?
I was very influenced by a paper
by David Hubel and Torsten
Wiesel published in 1974, when I
was just starting graduate school,
in which they described some
principles by which the visual
cortex represents the visual world
(J. Comp. Neurol. 158, 295–302).
This paper led me to realize that
the brain organizes information at
multiple scales, and that there are
principles of self-organization by
which the brain wires itself in order
to create order and structure. The
ideas are as fresh today as when I
first read about them.
What is your favourite
conference? I love the dynamism
of the annual meetings of the
Society for Neuroscience — nearly
25,000 people attend, and there
are a huge number of things going
on simultaneously. At the same
time, I miss the intimacy of a
smaller meeting.
What do you think about the
electronic revolution in scientific
publishing? I am a strong
supporter of any movement that
makes knowledge available to the
widest number of people at the
lowest cost. To the extent that the
‘electronic revolution’ does that, I
support it. But there also remains a
‘digital divide’, whereby a vast
number of people do not have
access to computers, or to the high
speed connections necessary for
easy and reliable access to content.
What is the greatest pleasure
you derive from science? Apart
from the thrill of solving little and
occasionally big puzzles, I enjoy
the spirit of community that
comes from being part of a
laboratory, an institution and a
field. Science is above all a group
activity, and its greatest strength
derives from the interplay of
ideas that come from interactions
in the group. I also greatly enjoy
having students and postdoctoral
fellows in my immediate research
group and young faculty
members in my department —
they keep me on my toes, and
their brilliance is a constant
source of joy and amazement.
What is your greatest
disappointment in science? That
our science does not do more to
benefit people directly. We live in
a deeply fragmented world, and it
sometimes seems that science
and scientists are part of the
problem rather than part of the
solution. Our hope for science is
that it would make the world a
better place by reducing
disparities and prejudice. In
practice, science reflects all the
weaknesses (and strengths) of any
human enterprise. Most
significantly, science can be —
and has been — misused as an
instrument of power.
How would you characterize
your work? I study the
development and plasticity of
cortical networks, and plasticity
and dynamics of the adult cortex.
The common thread is plasticity
— how the cortex changes in
response to changes in inputs
during development or in
adulthood. We use a wide range
of tools, including physiological
recording, imaging, computation,
behaviour, and, more recently,
molecular biology. We rewire
brains to understand how inputs
shape cortical development; we
study molecules that intervene
between electrical activity and
the development of connections;
and we study the effect of
learning and internal state on
networks of the adult visual
cortex. More generally, we study
how vision shapes cortical
networks, and how networks in
turn shape vision.
Why so many different
approaches? I like to keep
moving, to work in new fields,
using new techniques to answer
questions that lie at the interface
of existing fields. Our work is not
easy to classify — it is in equal
parts the study of cortical
development, plasticity and
function — and I like that. These
subfields are of course
profoundly related, and I do not
believe one can understand any
one part independent of the
others. And each part requires its
own tools.
What is your greatest
ambition? That we will be able to
describe in a satisfying way the
function of a network of neurons
in the cerebral cortex, and
eventually recreate such
networks. Brain networks take
simple inputs and make complex
outputs, and all of the interesting
transforms are nonlinear ones.
Understanding nonlinearity is at
the heart of understanding
neurons and networks, and that is
why the problem is a hard one.
Also, any network worth its salt
integrates multiple levels of
inputs, including bottom-up, local
and top-down signals, and that
introduces complexity in ways
that we are just starting to
understand. And I would like to
build a great department at MIT,
and get (much) better at skiing
and paragliding.
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What is it? The contractile ring is
a ring-shaped structure located
just beneath the plasma
membrane at the future division
site in many, though not all,
eukaryotic cell types. Composed
of actin, myosin and many other
proteins, it assembles in
anaphase and contracts as cells
divide. The contractile ring is
responsible for cytokinesis in
many eukaryotic cell types, and is
thought to contribute to cell
division by ‘squeezing’ the cell
into two.
How was it discovered?
Theories of cytokinesis have been
hotly debated for over a hundred
years, ever since the first
microscopists started observing
dividing cells. Although a
‘muscle’-like band was proposed
earlier, it wasn’t until the late
1960s that Schroeder first
observed filaments (of actin) at
the cleavage furrow in sea urchin
eggs by electron microscopy, and
then showed that an anti-actin
drug inhibits cytokinesis.
Do all cells use this structure
to divide? No. Although the
contractile ring appears to be
crucial for cytokinesis in many cell
types, some cells do not have one
or do not appear to need one.
Although slime mold cells usually
have a ring, myosin-deleted cells
can still divide fairly normally on a
plate even without a
concentration of actin filaments at
the cleavage furrow. Some animal
cells, such as amphibian eggs,
never have a complete ring, but
form a spreading arc. Plants
divide without one. How might
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Figure 1. Contractile rings in a big and small cell. Sea urchin embryo (top) stained for
actin filaments with rhodamine phalloidin and fission yeast cell (bottom) expressing a
myosin light chain-GFP fusion protein. The fission yeast cell is approximately fourteen
times smaller than the sea urchin cell.
